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In-Person Away Virtual Events Announces VMS™
{Virtual Memorial Service} and Digital Platform to Help Families

in Grief Amid coronavirus {coVID-19} Pandemic
St. Louis, Missouri--April 6, 2020 -  In-Person Away Virtual Events, recognizes how the Coronavirus
pandemic has greatly impacted the fundamentals of human and social connections. It is truly a challenge
to face the dynamics presented by grief in itself, but to face it without the opportunity to grieve with other
family members and friends when a loved one has transitioned, is especially difficult.  To help navigate 
this uncharted, end of life landscape, we are  introducing our Virtual Memorial Service (VMS™).

e Virtual Memorial Service™ allows up to 40 family members and friends to gather and grieve the 
loss of a loved one. Service includes a faith-based minister to provide words of comfort and 
encouragement, a digital downloadable program, as well as opportunities for others to share their 
thoughts and memories with those in attendance. 

e (VMS™) service is a one-hour memorial event. e cost is $1,800 with a non-refundable $150 
deposit, and is schduled based on the client’s availability and request.

Other available items to facilitate the individuals grief and loss are: Video of the VMS™, as well as 
obituary writing  assistance. 

In-Person Away Virtual Events will partner with Elegance by Dezign, llc, an event planning and graphic
design firm based in New Orleans, LA that specializes in custom designed events, programs and 
graphics for all occasions.  ey will  provide the design for the digital downloadable memorial program 
included in the standard (VMS™) package. 

About In-Person Away Virtual Events, LLc

In-Person Away Virtual Events, LLC uses robotics and other innovative technology tools to provide our
clients, their family, and friends with an alternative way to host and attend social events without 
breaking the bank on travel expenses. Guests participate in synchronous and engaging activities 
designed to make each experience as close to being there in person as possible.  
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